Weapons D6 / Narq-Dart Pistol
NARQ-DART PISTOL
"Does it hurt? ?Well good! ?That means you're still alive,
soldier!"
-UNSC Marine Drill Instructor
???The Narq-dart Pistol is a non-lethal United Nations Space
Command ground firearm.
Model: UNSC Narq-Dart Pistol
Type: Pistol/Handgun
Scale: Character
Skill: Firearms: Narq-Dart Pistol
Rate of Fire: Semiautomatic (1)
Ammo: 10 (darts, magazine-fed)
Cost: 678 cR
Availability: 2, R
Range: 1-5/10/20
Range Difficulty: Easy/Moderate/Difficult
Damage: 6D+2 (Stun)
Special: Nonlethal; Paralyze
GAME NOTES:
-AMMO TYPES: While the Narq-Dart Pistol utilizes nonlethal darts for training and other purposes, it can
use other kinds of darts, such as poison, etc. Ask GM for details.
-NONLETHAL: Damage from this weapon will not kill a human target unless hit in a critical spot such as
the eye or temple. Such a shot requires +2 Range Difficulty Levels to the attack (Example: Short range
goes from Easy to Difficult). Armor, energy shields and other defenses and protection that cover such
areas makes this impossible, however.
-PARALYZE: Taking damage from this weapon incurs paralysis for 3D+2 rounds. ?A Heroic Stamina roll
per Round per D can negate this (to a minimum of 5 rounds). ?Note that the Stun effect may make this
extremely difficult.
-STUN DAMAGE: This weapon normally deals stun damage, as per the rules in the WEG Star Wars D6
RPG rulebook.
?- - - - - - - - - -

NOTE: Pic used is for reference and coolness only, not official.
DESCRIPTION
???The weapon was used by the Spartan-IIs during their training on Reach when they were around 12 to
13 years old. The pistol was issued to the Spartan-IIs by Chief Petty Officer Franklin Mendez when they
were fighting Tango Company in Capture the Flag.
?? The weapon uses compressed air to fire a narq-dart capsule. The effective range is 20 meters (60
feet), and on impact, it could "drop a rhino in its tracks". Linda is also noted for replacing the the tip of her
Sniper Rifle's ammunition with narq-dart capsules, only fatal when shot in the temple or eye. Fhajad was
the Spartan who modified the sniper rifle rounds with the Narq-dart capsules.
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